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CAMERON JOBS

[company logo here]

Co-founder & Managing Partner for Asia Recruiting Co.
Entrepreneur | Strategist | Creative, Fact-Based Thinker
“Asia Recruiting Co. has quickly risen to be one of the top agencies that we rely on
to fill very technical and difficult positions.” ~ High-Tech Electronics Co.
Cameron Jobs’ drive, passion, and analytical mind make him ideally suited for the Information
Technology profession. His distinguished career includes service in the British Royal Navy, as well as
leading roles in mechanical engineering and senior technology recruiting and consulting. At Asia
Recruiting, Cameron and his team have placed more than 650 bilingual technology executives with
the world’s largest technology companies, including Microsoft and Ericsson.
ASIA RECRUITING
Accountability, trust, and understanding | Sustainable service delivery with integrity
Jobs co-founded Asia Recruiting in 2003 with business partner Adam Reed. Now in its tenth year of
business, the company outperforms the competition as Japan’s top IT executive search and delivery
firm. Clients praise Asia Recruiting for its impeccable service, attention to detail, and cultural acuity.
“We develop partnerships, not just customers. Our relationships with our partners rely upon
more than a simple one-time transaction.” ~ Cameron Jobs
CAMERON’S ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP STYLE
Profoundly driven and perfectionistic by nature, Cameron is committed to his clients, candidates, and
employees. He devotes his time to analyzing business models, automating processes, and
systemizing operating structures. To ensure flawless placements and candidate and client
satisfaction, Cameron also maintains and regularly enhances a database that helps assess
candidate/client compatibility. The results of his dedication are palpable.
Prestigious awards and career recognitions:
 Microsoft Japan—Most Trusted Partner Award 2012
 Ericsson Japan—Best Partner Award 2011
 EMC Japan—Preferred Agency 2011
Building on these successes, Cameron is intent on achieving more. As employee A.B. observed, Asia
Recruiting is a place of “dedicated professionals, always striving to achieve and improve as a team.”
Family Life
Cameron, his wife, and son emigrated to Japan in 2002. They remain enamored with Japan’s
harmony and the pride and honor of its people. In his spare time, Cameron indulges in fine art digital
photography. True to his technical aptitude, he concentrates on the interplay between light and
subject matter. Family and friends say that Cameron is “crazy positive” and approaches his personal
life as well as his business with a can-do attitude.
Bottom Line
Cameron’s calculating, sharp business management skills have led Asia Recruiting to prominence.
His continued leadership promises to drive successful expansion into APAC markets in the future.
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